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LAW SOCIETY COUNCIL MEETS IN CARDIFF

RESERVE YOUR PLACES NOW FOR THESE MEMBERS’ FORUMS
AND RECEIVE FREE CPD HOURS!
Cardiff & District Law Society is proud to invite members to its Spring 2014 Forums.
‘Judicial Review for Immigration Lawyers’ – 1.5 CPD Hours
“Aimed to inform and remind practitioners of the practice and procedure to be
followed in both the Upper Tribunal and the High Court”
Speakers: Rhys Davies and Joseph Evans (9 Park Place)
Chaired by: Christian Jowett, Deputy District Judge (Civil) and Attorney-General’s Panel of Junior Counsel to the Crown (Regional Panel)
Date/Time: Wednesday 30th April 2014 at 6.00pm – Registration from 5.45pm
In conjunction with 9 Park Place Chambers, Cardiff
Venue: 9 Park Place Chambers, 9 Park Place, Cardiff
Contact/Register: Joanne Williams on 029 20 382731 or e-mail:
jowilliams@9parkplace.co.uk

‘How to Make Social Media Work for You’ –
1.5 Hours (CPD accreditation to be confirmed)
“From the basics of identifying target audiences and choosing the right platform
through the use of influencers to promote messages to as wide a market as possible”
Speaker: Emma Waddingham, Director, Emma Waddingham Consulting
Date/Time: Wednesday 28th May 2014 at 6.00pm – Registration from 5.45pm
In conjunction with Emma Waddingham Consulting
Venue: Cardiff venue – To be advised
Contact/Register: Emma Waddingham by e-mail:
emma@emmawaddingham.com

Forums are open to all members of Cardiff & District Law Society, irrespective of their expertise.
PLEASE SUPPORT THEM! IT’S THAT EASY! NOTHING TO PAY!
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CONFEDERATION OF SOUTH WALES LAW SOCIETIES

PRESIDENT’S REPORT APRIL 2014
The Annual General Meeting of the Confederation of South Wales Law Societies
(“The Confederation “) was held on the 5th March 2014. The Confederation has
been in existence for many years now.
I recall its inception in the mid 1990’s
the founder members being one
Gwynne George now of the Gwynne
George partnership, Mr Roger Jones
of Merrills Ede and Mr Allen Oliver
amongst others. Meetings were held
at the then Polytechnic of Wales Glyn
Taff campus.
Much has changed since then but this
year’s A.G.M was much the same as
any other and the following officers
were duly elected. I remain President of
the confederation for another year with
Mr Richard Fisher and Mrs Frances
Edwards as Senior and Junior Vice
Presidents respectively. Mr Jonathan
Hine remains Treasurer; Jonathan Hine
has been our treasurer for many years,
keeping our books in order and we
thank him for his services.
Other familiar faces remain with
us. Education officer is Mr Geraint
Williams previously of the Law Society
in Wales who gives us the benefit of
his not inconsiderable experience
in training, Mr David Dixon, the Law
Society Constituency member for
South East Wales, Mr Paul Morgan
child care lawyer at RCT being
responsible for Equality and Diversity.
Many thanks also to Mr Michael
Walters our secretary who keeps us
all in order.
Our special thanks and wishes
go Mr Simon Mumford our public
relations officer. Many of our readers
will recall Simon’s column in Legal
News. He was, of course President
of the Confederation for 6 years and
remains our PR man.
There are other Co-opted members
representing various aspects of the
Legal Profession, these include Miss
Trudy McBride (Legal Aid) Donna
Whitehead and Karen Jones (University
of South Wales) and Lynne Squires
4
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(CILEX). If I have failed to mention
other officers and members who have
worked to make the Confederation
a success, like those at the Oscars, I
apologise for my omission and thank
them for their services.
There was one noteable change at
this AGM, this being in the number of
neighbouring Law Society Societies
which have serving presidents. Cardiff
and District remain the most active
with Mr Simon Cradick being current
president. The Rhymney Valley can
boast a President, Mr Alun Lloyd of
Robertsons, and the Pontypridd and
District Law Society still manages
to host a very lively dinner. Others
remain unfortunately bereft of a
President and largely defunct
In this climate the question must
be raised is the Confederation
itself defunct? Well the answer
must be, certainly not! The need for
representation is now greater than it
has been many years. Not only for our
clients but also for members of the
Profession many of whom have seen
a substantial decline in their income
LEGAL NEWS

over the years. Although recent
representations and demonstrations
have resulted in some concessions
re funding not only regarding legal
aid for family crime and social welfare
matters but also PI the changes have
been imposed largely regardless of
the same. It is for this reason that
legal associations must continue to
exist and, like everything else, there
is strength in numbers.
The Confederation therefore invites
those in areas such as Bridgend
who are not represented by a local
law society to join and become
individual members so that the
Confederation can continue to make
representations on their behalf.
The annual membership fee is just
£25 and affords various benefits:
further details are available from our
secretary, Mr Michael Walters.
The AGM was held at the Entrecote
Café de Paris, Mermaid Quay. The
venue is very pleasant and affords
private dining facilities for those
who seek a dinner party atmosphere
without having to take responsibility

for the cooking. Whilst the menu is
very nice, portions are not for the
hearty eater and I did remain a little
peckish after dinner. It may well be
that restaurants in Cardiff are now
catering for the showbiz set who are
constantly watching their figures.
There has been a great influx of
television and film production to
the area the most famous remains
Dr Who but also includes Holby
City amongst others. Even Russell
Crowe was interviewed when he
attended at the Cardiff premier of
“Noah” recently. It was noted that,
when he and Cate Blanchett were
filming Robin Hood, they were most
impressed with Pembrokeshire and
likened it to New South Wales. Let’s
hope the expansion of the film and
television industry in this South Wales
will bring some prosperity to the area.
On a less glamorous note I would
inform you that I recently underwent
foot surgery to rectify a bunion
like growth and avoid future corns.
However it did give me a brief insight
into the world of the disabled. I was
pleased that Mermaid Quay has lift
access to the upper tier as does the
New Theatre. I would say most people
are oblivious to your plight and you
have to use your crutch quite forcibly
to avoid a very painful trampling on
a recently operated foot. Also I was
found to be partially deaf about 2006
and consequently I have become
aware of the plight of the disabled
and realise that legislation can indeed
improve a disabled person’s life.
Finally I thank the Cardiff and District
Law Society for the kind invitation to
its Annual Dinner. It really was great
fun. n
Gaynor McCann Davies
President of the Confederation
g.davies@daviessullywilkins.co.uk

CARDIFF AND DISTRICT LAW SOCIETY

PRESIDENT’S
LETTER
Beginning the President’s Letter was much easier before I became
aware that people would actually read it. Now I need to take a little
care in what I say!
The Law Society held a Reception
at the National Museum of Art on 1
April in conjunction with the holding
of their Council meeting in Cardiff.
Any opportunity to visit the galleries
at the Museum is time well spent,
and there can be few better venues
for such an occasion. It was good to
catch up with various members of
the legal fraternity in such a relaxed
atmosphere. The formalities were
concluded with a presentation to
Wynford Charles, marking 50 years as
a practising Solicitor, an achievement
few of us are likely to match.
It has been a busy two months,
culminating in a very convivial Annual
Dinner. On 1 March I was pleased to
attend as a guest at the 10th Annual
CILEx Dinner at the Hilton Hotel. St
David’s Day was a long day as it began
at 06:00 French time in Alpe D’Huez,
at the end of a most enjoyable week’s
skiing. I find that skiing is one of
those holiday activities that leaves
you more tired at the end of the week
than when you arrive in the resort,
but more relaxed. After a mercifully
painless journey home, I just had time
to don the dinner suit for what was a
very pleasant evening. A number of
awards were given out to deserving
members, and it is clear that the
future for CILEx in South Wales is in
good hands.
I next attended a round table
discussion about the civil justice
reforms, hosted by the Law Society.
Present were litigators from both sides
of the divide, including old friends/
adversaries such as Mark Harvey and
Cenric Clement-Evans. The discussion
was interesting and opinions were
expressed strongly. As “Chatham
House Rules” applied, I cannot divulge
what was said - save that there was
universal dissatisfaction with the
present state of play.
6
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The Annual Dinner, held on 4 April,
was a success and I think enjoyed
by all. I thought the food was very
good and, for once, the post dinner
entertainment was not so loud
as to make conversation almost
impossible. I much enjoyed Mr Justice
Wyn Williams’ “musings”, though
had not appreciated that I had my
wife to thank for the fact that he had
accepted the invitation! During dinner,
I reminded Wyn that he acted for the
Plaintiff, as she then was, in my first
JSM (“joint settlement meeting”). I had
instructed Mr John Charles Rees QC to
represent my client, who had travelled
all the way across country from
Ipswich. We duly made an offer and
awaited a response. Sometime later,
a somewhat embarrassed Plaintiff’s
Counsel appeared to inform us that
the offer was rejected and that, though
the plaintiff had in mind a figure she
would be prepared to accept, she was
not prepared to share it with anyone,
including her legal team. And that was
that. You can imagine how unhappy
my client was, having come all that
way! Happily, that experience has
never been repeated.
I admit to being a little nervous about
giving a speech. Not so much because
LEGAL NEWS

I was talking to a large audience (I
could not legitimately have begun
with “Unaccustomed as I am to public
speaking…”), but because I have only
ever delivered seminars and lectures
on training topics, where the material
had to be informative rather than
entertaining. It is also many years
since I spoke without the assistance
of a Powerpoint presentation! And
then I probably had an overhead
projector. Our children begged me not
to tell jokes, because I am not very
good at it so I would embarrass them
even though they would not be there.
I did not think that a good reason
not to tell a joke (apparently, I have
only to open my mouth to embarrass

our children) but the absence of a
suitable joke was. My father lent me
a book called “The World’s Best Legal
Jokes”. All I can say is that, if they
were the best legal jokes, we lawyers
are a very sorry and sad lot! Anyway, I
hope everyone enjoyed the Dinner as
much as I did. I look forward to seeing
everyone at the next social event for
members, the race meeting and Jools
Holland concert at Chepstow on 13
June. n
Simon Cradick
Simon.Cradick@blm-law.com

St John’s College Triumph
in Public Speaking
Congratulations to the Intermediate
and Senior public speaking teams of St
John’s College who progressed through
the area and Cardiff finals of Rotary
Youth Speaks 2014 to reach the Wales
District Final at the Urdd Theatre of the
Wales Millennium Centre in March. In
a tightly fought contest against 18
schools from across Wales, St John’s
College came away triumphant, not
only winning the Senior competition,
but also being judged runners-up in
the Intermediates.

achievement of reaching the Regional
Final of The Cambridge Union Schools
Debating Competition in recent
months, this has been an exceptional
year for public speaking and debating
at St John’s College.
For further information about the
school or to arrange a visit, please
contact Admissions:
Tel: 02920 778 936
admin@stjohnscollegecardiff.co.uk
www.stjohnscollegecardiff.com

Added
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The administrative
Court in Wales
Earlier this year I joined Watkins & Gunn with the view to developing my
Claimant Judicial Review practice.

I have a number of such cases, some
against Local Authorities, some
against the Government. Most are on
Legal Aid and acting for Community
groups fighting service closures. What
is common is that they are all Welsh
based and the cases have been issued
in the Administrative Court in Cardiff.
This is a court of great importance in
Wales and with devolution developing
it has assumed greater prominence,
yet few practitioners know of its
existence.
The administrative Court hears
applications for judicial review and
also some statutory appeals and
applications .An administrative Court
in Wales was set up in 1999 but was
little more than a post box for the
filing of claims. Management of cases
remained with the Royal Courts of
Justice in London
However, as suggested by Carwyn
Jones at the time he was Counsel
General for Wales, ”There has
been a growing expectation that
administrative cases relating to Wales
should also be heard in Wales.”
Given that the Administrative Court
8
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deals with constitutional and public
law challenges, the ability to conduct
such cases within Wales was always
likely to be highly symbolic in the
context of devolution. In 2006 un R.
(on the application of Condron) v the
National Assembly for Wales the Court
of Appeal was strongly disapproving of
the fact that no one had thought of
listing a Welsh case in Wales and the
following year in R. (on the application
of Deepdock ltd) v Welsh Ministers
the Administrative court rejected
the transfer of a case from Cardiff to
London on the basis that challenges
to any devolved decision should
indeed be dealt with in Wales. This
case involves a challenge by mussel
fishermen to the development of
Marina in Anglesey and was eventually
heard in Caernarvon.
The move towards decentralisation
of the Administrative Court was
recognised by the judicial working
group,’ Justice outside London’
in 2007. It recommended full
administrative Court offices to
be opened in Cardiff Birmingham
Manchester and Leeds. As a result
the administrative Court regional
centre for Wales opened in Cardiff on
LEGAL NEWS

21 April 2009, two weeks short of the
tenth anniversary of the first Welsh
Assembly election.
There is no definitive rule that Welsh
cases must be heard in Wales but
Practice direction 54D of part 54 of
the Civil Procedure Rules gives the
court power to determine the venue
where a judicial review case may be
heard notwithstanding where it is
issued. There is specific provision for
consideration as to whether the matter
is a devolved issue and, “Should
more appropriately be determined in
London or Cardiff.”
A substantive administrative Court
in Wales, more than a mere postbox,
should, so the theory goes, stimulate
public law in the principality. Specialist
lawyers (solicitors and barristers) will
cluster around specialist courts. With
the lawyers keen to encourage good
quality work for themselves this should
lead to an increased awareness of
public law issues and a corresponding
increase in the use of the specialist
court. In 2009 144 cases were issued
in the Administrative Court in Cardiff,
by 2012 the figure had risen to over
200 per annum.

There remains challenges for
Administrative law in Wales. Only 14%
of the barristers appearing in the court
in Wales in 2012/13 were Welsh and
a survey of the profession found that
there remains a concern the judges
and the regions lacked expertise and
experience in public law. Probably the
more fundamental issue under mining
the growth of public law in Wales
is that legal aid law reforms have
reduced the number of solicitors able
to undertake publicly funded judicial
review cases. Specialist claimant
public law lawyers are, apart from
my goodself, virtually non-existent in
Wales and only specialist will normally
be able to attract public funding.
Some of the most high profile Welsh
legal cases in recent years have
been heard in Wales, in the Welsh
Administrative Court; cases ranging
from school closures, Badger culling,
to the fate of Shambo the Bull. The
evidence suggests that the court is
likely to play a greater and greater role
in Welsh law going forward. n
Michael Imperato
Head of Public & Administration Law
Watkins & Gunn
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Crime Tender 2014 - The “cull”
of criminal legal aid firms!
There has been much debate about the government’s proposed cull of the badger population but it is
now probably proceeding quietly with little media interest or public concern.
Sadly, when the protests and strikes
are over it will soon be forgotten that
2014 saw the beginning of the end of
the smaller independent high street
criminal firm.

travel behind tractors in that large
rural area! The PDS will take 1 equal
share of the above allocation in South
Wales leaving 8 contracts for private
practice firms in that procurement
area.

The final decisions on “Transforming
Legal Aid” in England and Wales
published by the MOJ in March 2014,
suggest a significant cull of this
segment of the legal sector. It is on
the scale envisaged by Lord Carter.

Allocation of work
Actual Duty cases will be allocated
to the firms “on duty” at the time.
So, as now, a DP contract does not
guarantee minimum volumes of
cases. It is still variable demand
based on market forces such as
police activity.

The next tender
The focus of the “final decisions” is
not on the current tender round in
April and July 2014 but is on the next
round in 2018.
If anyone doubts this they should
re-read the paragraph on page 13
under the heading “Sustainable
Procurement” which includes the
following sentences: “One obvious
source of future competition is the
ability for contract holders from the
first round to bid in new or multiple
areas in the next round.”
Might this mean larger procurement
areas next time? e.g. perhaps only
2 in Wales – South & Mid Wales –
(Chepstow/Fishguard/Aberystwyth/
Newtown) areas and North Wales
(all areas north of Newtown and
Aberystwyth).
Also, in the same paragraph, there
seems to be a clear indication that
the LAA will look more favourably
on bids from firms that join together
than those who go-it-alone: “On the
expectation, shared with the Law
Society, that most successful bidders
will be joint ventures or a legal entity
with lead contractor and delivery
partners, there is scope for those
delivery partners or members of the
joint venture to join others to form
new legal entities next time...”

Use of Agents to deliver
contracted services
Under DP and OC contracts up to 25%
of the contract value can be delivered
through the use of agents.
There will need to be “formal
agreements” in place between the
lead contractor and delivery partners.
The Timetable
The first phase of the tendering
process (Own Client Contract “OC”)
will commence in April 2014. Only
those who obtain an Own Client
contact will be eligible to seek a
Duty Provider (DP) Contract in the
competitive tender to commence in
July 2014.
The firms that bid for a DP Contract
must have an “office” in the
procurement area for which they are
tendering.
The requirements of the PQQ remain
unchanged:
• LEXCEL or SQM or other QMS
approved by LAA
• Regulated by one of the “legal
sector” regulators by the contract
start date
• Min of CAT 3 Peer Review
throughout contract
• Have and use CJS secure email

Number of DP contracts
available and Procurement
Area changes
There are changes to the number
of DP contracts available in some
procurement areas. I have set out
some examples of the changes in the
table below. One wonders whether
the increase in numbers of contracts
make the “equal share” proposals
untenable in low volume areas of DP
work. For example the initial proposal
was for 4 contracts across the whole
of the Dyfed Powys procurement
area. Now there are to be 8 across
that same geographical area; 4
contracts in Dyfed Powys 1 and 4 in
Dyfed Powys 2.
There has been some realignment
of the geographical areas covered
by the procurement areas. So, Dyfed
Powys 1 now includes Carmarthen
rather than Pembrokeshire + Amman
Valley and Llanelli.
Dyfed Powys 2 now inherits
Pembrokeshire + Ceredigion, Brecon
and Mid Wales – so quite a bit of

Contracts will be awarded in February
2015 with the new “criminal legal aid
service” (OC & DP) commencing in
June 2015. We are busy helping firms
with:
• Obtaining LEXCEL
• Updating their SQM manual
and procedures
• Reviewing their files for Peer
Review Compliance & Training their
Fee Earners
• Preparing Delivery Plans
• Checking whether proposed joint
venture firms or delivery partners
are tender-compliant
Nobody knows who the winners or
losers will be as a result of this tender.
It seems clear however that there
will be a lot less criminal law firms
around after 2015 and even less after
2018. These are the most significant
changes in a generation. n
Wayne Williams LLB MBA (Wayne
is a non-practising solicitor and
Managing Director of cpm21 Ltd. He
is a Law Society recognised Legal Aid
and Lexcel Consultant)
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ANNUAL DINNER 2014

AON

Wesleyan For Lawyers

Yolk Recruitment

Emma Waddingham Consulting

Lloyds Bank

Hays
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THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS

The Tenovus “Sing With Us” Choir
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ANNUAL DINNER 2014

THANKS TO OUR MEMBERS AND GUESTS WHO DONATED A WONDERFUL £672 TO TENOVUS
AT THE DINNER, MAKING A MAGNIFICENT TOTAL OF £1,526 RAISED BY CARDIFF AND DISTRICT
LAW SOCIETY FOR TENOVUS OVER THE LAST TWO YEARS
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Chancery
lane newS
I am angry. “Welcome to the club”, criminal defence solicitors will say.
They’ve been stitched up by the MoJ,
which we knew would happen, and
by the bar, who had claimed to be
working with the profession to oppose
the cuts. The Law Society is not wholly
blameless, either. Their PR campaign
on criminal legal aid cuts has been
disastrous. They also weakened their
voice within Wales.
In the autumn of 2011 the Wales
committee started a campaign
for seats on particular law reform
committees (including the access
to justice committee) to be reserved
for practitioners familiar with issues
relating to Wales. This became Law
Society policy in April 2013. In the
ensuing recruitment round, no-one
from Wales applied to join the access
to justice committee. When we were
told this last June, both the chair of
the access to justice committee, and
I asked Chancery Lane to re-advertise
the vacancy, using the Wales Office to
circulate the details. They didn’t. If they
had, they would have filled the vacancy.
If the successful candidate was a
criminal practitioner, s/he would have
been more credible when explaining the
Law Society’s position on the proposed
legal aid cuts than me. It would have
made no difference to the outcome but
local criminal practitioners might not
have felt so alienated.
On 8 October in Cardiff Crown Court at
an all-Wales meeting called to discuss
the criminal legal aid cuts, the then
leader of the Wales and Chester circuit
told the assembled multitude that the
chief executive and president of the
Law Society had betrayed the united
front of lawyers against the cuts and
done a deal with the MoJ. This was
untrue, but he had the right to say it
- the right of freedom of expression.
There was nothing wrong with
misrepresenting what the Law Society
had said and done and criticising them
for it, because this is what advocates
do and that’s life. Weeks later, the
14
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deal with the MoJ - the right to freedom
of assembly. But the combination of
making those false criticisms of the
Law Society and doing a deal with the
MoJ after the cuts to solicitors’ fees
had taken effect is shameful.

now former leader of the Wales and
Chester circuit did precisely what he
had falsely accused the Law Society of
doing. He did a deal with the MoJ and
joined the Public Defender Service!
The leader had said no more than
what the Bar Council and Criminal
Bar Association (CBA) had said
too. They refused to talk to the MoJ
about cuts to legal aid and made it
clear they would not do so. That was
their right. The Law Society talked
to the MoJ because failure to speak
with them about LASPO had been a
tactical blunder. Dialogue with the
MoJ produced further proposals.
These were unacceptable but better
than what had been on the table. It
also produced an agreement from
the MoJ to commission a report from
management consultants on the
effects of the proposed cuts. This
resulted in the announcement on 27
February that, inter alia, criminal legal
aid fees for solicitors would be cut by
8.75% from 20 March with a further
cut of 8.75% in May 2015, and a cut
of 6% in the Advocates’ Graduated
Fee Scheme to take effect in April.
Neither the Law Society nor the
Bar Council were happy with this
outcome, but it was better than the
proposals in October’s consultation.
Both professions participated in days
of action and presented a united front
to oppose the cuts. The Law Society
arranged
roadshows,
including
one in Cardiff on 18 March, telling
practitioners what was happening
and receiving their views. But on
LEGAL NEWS

20 March the first cut of 8.75% to
solicitors’ fees was made.
The CBA’s stance changed. They saw
that the access to justice objection to
the cuts which the united front had been
making was no longer sustainable.
The CBA shared the solicitors’ pain
but they did not want to suffer it. They
saw the imminent 6% cut in their fees
as a threat to the independent bar.
As a matter of principle they had to
prevent that. So they talked to the MoJ.
Hallucinogenically high on hypocrisy,
the CBA and 5 of the 6 circuit leaders
(including the leader of the Wales &
Chester circuit) did precisely what they
had falsely accused the Law Society
of doing last autumn. They did a deal
with the MoJ. The 6% cut in advocacy
fees was deferred until the summer
of 2015. In return, the bar suspended
direct action against the cuts. This has
weakened the bargaining position of
solicitors. Nigel Lithman QC, the CBA
chairman, said: “We are glad that
we have persuaded the government
to recognise that further cuts to
the junior bar are unnecessary and
would jeopardise the existence of the
profession”. No reference to access to
justice there!
The CBA and circuit leaders had the
right to say what they did about the
Law Society’s position - the right of
freedom of expression. There was
nothing wrong with misrepresenting
what the Law Society had said and
done and criticising them for it,
because this is what advocates do and
that’s life. They had the right to do a

I accept that the circuit leaders and
the CBA are honourable people who
only renege on their word with good
reason. It is clear that they thought
there was a good reason to parley
with Grayling. I even accept that in
this case there may be a distinction
between the need to preserve the
level of barristers’ fees and the need
to preserve an independent bar. But I
confess that I am too thick to see it.
I helped the Wales & Chester circuit
with a videoconference on 4 March
in which they discussed the cuts.
The Crown Court had denied them its
facilities, so I was asked to fix it for
them to use Cardiff University’s suite
to contact Swansea and Wrexham.
I was happy to do so. I thought we
were on the same side, opposing
the cuts. I told them I’d help them
again, if required. I think they used
that conference to plan and agree
the approach to the MoJ. So although
they’re entitled to expect me to
honour my word next year when the
deferred 6% cut is reviewed or is
imminent, I don’t think I’ll bother.
Another issue in which the bar would
like the co-operation of solicitors is
the Quality Assurance Scheme for
Advocates (QASA). At the meeting on
8 October, the barristers asked for a
binding commitment from the solicitors
of Wales to support them in any direct
action they took against QASA. There
had been no advance notice to solicitors
that this was to be discussed at the
meeting so no such assurance was
given. I hope that no such commitment
will be given to the bar now. n
David Dixon
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UPDATES

SBA - THE SOLICITORS CHARITY

CILEX, SOUTH WALES

On March 1st, not only were Wales
marking a celebration of Welsh history
in honour of Dewi Sant – St David, the
Cardiff & South Wales branch were
celebrating our 10th Anniversary in
style at the Hilton Hotel, Cardiff.
Sally Fitzherbert, Chair, opened the
evening with a welcoming speech to
over 100 attendees from local judges,
solicitors and chambers to students
and CILEx members. We were also
privileged to have the company of
Diane Burleigh (CEO of CILEx), Stephen
Gowland (President of CILEx) and our
very own Fran Edwards (Vice President).
During the evening’s events we held
an award ceremony for our Cardiff
and South Wales students. Prizes
were awarded to the students from
each college and the students were
nominated by their colleges. Our
students have worked very hard this
year and it was lovely to see them
being rewarded for their hard work.
The award winners were:
• Lexium Legal Ltd Student of the Year
Catherine Sullivan
Newbold & Co, Neath
• Cardiff & Vale College
Student of the Year
Kirsty Hier,
NewLaw Solicitors
•Coleg Gwent Student of the Year
Laura Powell
• Cardiff College Online
Student of the Year
Chris Maytham
• CILEx Law School Student of the Year
Natalie Evans, Hutchinson Thomas
• Cymoedd College Student of the Year
Shan Jones
Well done to you all! They were
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presented with their awards by
Sally Fitzherbert, Diane Burleigh
and Gareth Jones, CIVITAS law.
Special thanks to Gareth who again
sponsored the student prizes.
Special thanks also go to our other
sponsors Cathedral Chambers who
sponsored the drinks reception and
Wessex Searches who sponsored
the wine for the tables. Your support
as always is greatly appreciated and
thank you for helping us mark this
special occasion.
The branch would also like to thank all
attendees for their support on the night.
Sally Fitzherbert wanted to raise money,
support and awareness on the night for
the Cystic Fibrosis Trust. This charity is
close to Sally’s heart as her daughter’s
friend has Cystic Fibrosis and at only the
age of 10 is learning to live with a difficult
disease. We were able to show support
for this wonderful charity by raising
£436.00. Again thank you to everyone
as your contributions will help towards
funding the research into the disease
and will help provide information and
support for patients and families.
It was also nice to see so many people
sharing their dancing skills on the
night and taking to the dance floor.
The band CF3 provided the night’s
entertainment with lead singer Anna.
Anna is from a local Cardiff Chambers
and got everyone on their feet by
covers from past and present.
It was nice to see so many people
turn up for this milestone event and
special thanks have to go to Chair
Sally for all her hard work and support
and to the committee members
for their help and organisation. It
is through this hard work that the
branch has continuing success and
growth and we look forward to the
branches future success. n
Alexis Thomas
LEGAL NEWS

It’s common to associate occupational
‘benevolent’ funds with support
either for retired people, their widows
or widowers. There is certainly no
doubt that charities like SBA provide
a vital lifeline for the elders of their
professions, many of whom eke
out a meagre existence on a basic
state retirement pension. For its own
beneficiaries, SBA (formerly known as
the Solicitors’ Benevolent Association)
is always on hand when homes are
damaged by flooding or stair lifts
need installing. Where circumstances
warrant, the Association also provides
regular additional income to help
supplement slender means; such
a modest boost in funds can make
all the difference in living - and,
sometimes, dying - with dignity.
Two thirds of SBA’s beneficiaries
are actually below pension age. A
quarter have children under the
age of 18. These individuals and
families are usually facing some kind
of personal crisis, be this sudden
serious illness, family breakdown, or
poor mental health caused by stress
burnout in the workplace. When this
type of adversity strikes, it is often
severe and multi-faceted; coupled
with financial hardship, the resulting
pressures can be overwhelming.
Thanks to face-to-face contact with
members of our volunteer network of
Area Representatives, the provision
of tailored grants and loans and
specialist helpline advice and
support from our partner, LawCare,
SBA can help bring breathing space
for individuals and families who are
coping with burdens that many would

find intolerable.
Joining the more typical ‘welfare’
cases is a newer class of beneficiary;
these are solicitors whose lives are
being profoundly affected by new
entrants to the legal services sector
and cuts in legal aid. Although they are
desperate to work, these colleagues
cannot find enough chargeable hours
to sustain themselves or their families
through their practice. Grants and
loans are not the only solution in such
cases. This is why SBA now provides
funded access to bespoke solutions
to personal insolvency problems as
well as holistic career coaching, jobsearch and outplacement services,
delivered by experienced career
coaches and counsellors. These
initiatives are designed to foster selfhelp and greater independence, and
prevent increasing numbers from
plunging into deeper misfortune.
SBA’s work is only made possible
through the generosity of current
and retired solicitors, magic circle
and high street firms alike. Cardiff
& District Law Society is one of
these supporters, having backed
SBA steadfastly for many years. Its
contribution towards spreading out a
quiet but effective safety net to help
catch fellow professionals in need is
greatly appreciated.
To find out more, please visit the SBA
website at www.sba.org.uk, email to
bensec@sba.org.uk, telephone on
020 8675 6440 or contact your local
Area Representative, Richard Fisher,
email, rfisher@ccj-law.co.uk. n

SWJLD Forthcoming events

Cardiff and South East Wales Junior
Lawyers’ Division forthcoming events:

June: Cocktail and Tapas Evening
sponsored by Yolk Recruitment

April: Chadwick Nott on ‘Approaching
Qualification’ – 30 April, The Law
Society Wales Office, Capital Tower
Greyfriars Road

July: Summer Party

May: Training Principal Talk on what
they look for in Trainees

Dates to be confirmed shortly.
For further information
csewjld@gmail.com. n

contact

UPDATES

CARDIFF SOLICITORS vs Parisian barristers
annual rugby match

On the 22nd February the Cardiff
Solicitors welcomed the Parisian
Barristers to Cardiff for the annual
fixture. With a Friday night kick off in
the international it was hoped that the
strong squad of 22 Frenchmen would
over indulge on the delights of Cardiff’s
nightlife prior to the Saturday fixture.
Sadly this would not be the case. The
Cardiff side welcomed some youthful
additions to the line up in the form
of a number of Cardiff LPC students,
whose presence helped to lower the
average age of the side to 38.
Unfortunately the French were
in domineering form after the
heartache suffered at the Millennium
Stadium and strode to a comfortable

32 – 12 victory at Llandaff RFC.
Special mention should be made of
the excellent performance of veteran
fly half David Elias, who marshaled
the backline well and scored all the
teams points. Mark Rostron was a
rock in defence and special thanks
should go to his firm Hunt Morgan
Rostron and also Cardiff & District
Law Society for their very kind
sponsorship of the event.
After the game all involved adjourned
to Tiger Tiger for some good food,
drinks and company. A return fixture
in Paris next year has been agreed
and should anyone be interested in
joining us for the trip please contact
jdavenport@ccj-law.co.uk n

The Incorporated Law Society for Cardiff &
District annual general meeting notice

Notice is hereby given that the Annual
General Meeting of this Society will
be held at the Saint Claude Suite,
Entrecote Cafe de Paris, Mermaid
Quay, Cardiff on Thursday 15th
May 2014 commencing at 6pm.
The business to be transacted will
include presentation of accounts
for 2012, appointment of officers
and Council members and approval

of special resolutions and reports.
Further details and a full agenda can
be obtained from the undersigned. n
Michael Walters,
Administrator
34 Ty Fry Gardens,
Cardiff, CF3 3NQ
DX 33029 Cardiff 1.

FORTHCOMING CLT COURSES –
DISCOUNTED RATES FOR MEMBERS!
Members of Cardiff & District Law
Society are offered discounted rates
on the following CLT courses:

28th October 2014
CPR, Civil Litigation and Jackson
Update 2014

6th May 2014
The Single Family Court: Are You Ready?

All of the above courses are scheduled
to be held in Cardiff.

10th September 2014
Elderly Client 2014 Update

Please visit CLT’s website (www.clt.
co.uk) for further details, or call CLT
direct on 0121 362 7705. n

16th October 2014
Personal Injury Update 2014
LEGAL NEWS
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LAW SOCIETY COUNCIL
MEETS IN CARDIFF
The Council of the Law Society of England and Wales met at the
Hilton Hotel in Cardiff on Wednesday 2 April.

The meeting was preceded by a
reception at the National Museum of
Wales on the Tuesday evening. Many
prominent local practitioners mingled
in the gallery with Law Society Council
members and members of the Wales
Committee, surrounded by sculptures
and Impressionist paintings. The
highlight of the reception came when
Nick Fluck, the President of the
Law Society, made a presentation
to Wynford Charles, former longserving treasurer of Cardiff & District
Law Society and founder of Charles,
Crookes and Jones, to celebrate the
50th anniversary of his admission.
Following the reception we repaired
to the Hilton for dinner. I sat in the
august company of table 1. My
fellow diners included Nick Fluck,

Carolyn Kirby, a former president and
Mrs Justice Nicola Davies QC, the
Presiding Judge of the Wales Circuit,
who addressed us on the growth in
Welsh law made in Wales.
Before the council meeting began
we heard a short presentation by
Professor Thomas Watkin on the
development of devolution in Wales.
Thereafter, the meeting proceeded
as usual, save for two items. The first
was the hustings for the election of
the deputy vice president. I stood in
this election last year, and can assure
you that the hustings are not pleasant
for the candidates. There were 7
candidates this year and we listened
to them, asked them questions and
were subjected to lobbying by them
throughout the day.

THE CONFEDERATION of SOUTH WALES LAW SOCIETIES
presents this year’s CPD Courses at Cardiff City Football Stadium

The other unusual agenda item
was the report to Council of the
Wales Committee. This was the first
occasion that the Wales committee
had reported to council, so it was
appropriate that this should be
done in Cardiff. I chair the Wales
Committee so I had circulated a
written report to Council. Now I had
to deliver an oral report. I spoke
for 10 minutes, explaining why
the committee had fought for a
statement of territorial application
to be included in all law reform
papers and why we had campaigned
for places on 9 committees to be
reserved for a representative with
knowledge of the law and practice
in Wales. I’m grateful to the 3 noncouncil members of the Wales
Committee who came to watch and

25th September 2014

Criminal Law Update 6.5 CPD Hrs
Speakers Including:
HHJ R.Twomlow,
Resident Judge,
Merthyr Crown Court
John Charles Rees, QC
Members £125
Non Members £165

9th October 2014 (am)

Immigration Law Review 3.5 CPD Hrs
Introduced by Geraint Williams LEXIUM
Members £70
Non Members £85

listen - Professor Richard Owen,
Peter Jones and Andrew Cross.
I have asked for both the written and
oral reports to be put on the website
so you may read them. I think my
report was well-received. It was
the highlight of my term as council
member to address the Council on
this subject for so long.
There is little doubt that Council
members left the meeting far better
informed about Wales than when they
arrived. I hope they enjoyed their visit.
Thanks to Lowri Morgan, Kay Powell,
Rhys Jones and Cara Gilbert for all their
hard work preparing for the meeting
and ensuring it ran smoothly. n
David Dixon

9th October 2014 (pm)

Family Law Update £3.5 CPD Hrs
Speakers including:
District Judge John Doel
Members £70
Non Members £85

23rd October 2014

Civil Law Review 6.5 CPD Hrs
Seminar Introduced by
HHJ A. Seys-Llewellyn Q.C. DCJ
Members £125
Non Members £165

Ample Free parking for ALL courses and free Buffet lunch for all full day courses
To make your reservations contact Michael Walters, Secretary, DX 33029 Cardiff 1, E: michaelwalters1@hotmail.co.uk
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